Youth Violence

I have encountered many violences in my age such as fights, rivalries, money, bullying, and video games. Most of these actions were mind and body painful and serious. Few could have been settled by a compromised from our parents. And a few actions also may have to be told in fiction if I can't remember some details to the violence topic. It almost make me remember the pain I had.

Fight Violences

I have been in a few fights before and have been informed of a couple of fights. Violence from fights I've been in were caused by annoyance and insult. The annoyance is from if someone heard of a past argue and starts telling you like don't mess with them and you're the one that should we get in trouble not them. And I couldn't ignore it was all in my head. Then I said "be quiet I'll shut your mouth." A simple warning cause问题. For the insult, it was joke that hurts my feelings to my mom which caused to fight. This is why the causes of fights make into a youth with Bullying Violences

I may have listed a few bullying examples in paragraph below this one, but I have still more bullying violens. Have people ever insulted or made fun of your look, family, body size, activities, or...
daily routines. I'm all of the above. Some I can ignore, but others make me aggravated. I calm down instead of sometimes trying to fight back; those were like the only time I do not get in for trying to fight. What they say may be painful at least it wasn't a fist, violence.

Rivalry Violence

The only rivalry violence I have is streetball 50 in basketball, the reaction and words my brothers say and/or do after a game and indoor sports. In 50, the game is free-for-all, do anything to win nothing illegal. We fight for the ball, tackle people when doing lay-ups, and knock people down if there in your way.

My brothers get really upset when they might try break something or even say words that they're not supposed to say and stop them with a mean threat that I never do or ban them from games and indoor sports. Our indoor sports break or rearranges things and even causes fights. To stop, get a belt to whip, stop the fights, and be removed off brother from the room. It's harder then you think.

$ Money Violence

There is one thing that we always fight for, MONEY. Money is a big part of why my brothers and I fight. It's
a problem for my bro and I. This is why I'm selfish with money. The cause is that I get aggravated from my brother begging for my money. We fight so much even when my dad asks for me to give money to my brothers, same answer: NO. This why in my family money is a problem. Money and video games are a problem. We fight over both things. Video games violence only occur twice and it was a rough fight. Once before DSi exist, my brother ripped each other's DSi in half. I will never forgive them for that. This is why don't trust my siblings with video games and money. These are all my causes with youth violence. It's pretty scary. Now you what I have to put up with.